Pacific Symphony Shop Volunteer

The Symphony Shop is a wonderful way to become involved with the Symphony! We are an all-volunteer part of the League and we are responsible for the Pacific Symphony gift shop when and where the Symphony is playing; whether at the Renée and Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall or a mobile gift shop at one of the many venues throughout Orange County.

We have two major goals: We raise money for the Symphony programs and events and we are the human face of the Symphony, the person helping a child pick out a treasure to take home to remember the concert. We may be the only person the concertgoer talks to that evening, so a warm welcome is part of our purpose.

We usually provide a seat for the concert when you volunteer for that night. The Family concert volunteers receive a voucher for one of next summer's concerts for each morning they volunteer in the Shop.

Our time commitment is about 7 hours the night of the concert, but you will be only working to set up and sell before the concert, at intermission and after the concert to pack up our merchandise; we are not open during the concert. The time commitment is less for our Saturday morning Family concerts.

We hope you will join us. We think we are the friendliest volunteers you will ever meet and we love what we are doing!